Increase Patient Adherence With Compliance Packaging From Pharmacy Automation Supplies (PAS)

From increasing positive patient health outcomes to improving your STAR rating, cold seal cards from PAS are a great way to offer compliance packaging with no start-up costs.

Company Background
Pharmacy Automation Supplies (PAS) has been using our manufacturing capabilities to support pharmacies for over 100 years. We began as a small local print manufacturer addressing the label and bag needs of a few regional pharmacies. As a result of our dedication to competitive pricing, reputation for quality, consistent industry leading turnaround times, and focus on adapting to the constantly changing needs of all the dynamic segments of pharmacy (retail, LTC, hospital, specialty, central fill, institutional, nuclear, and many more) we have grown to be one of the largest and most relied upon suppliers in the country.

Product Overview
At PAS we know that whether our solutions are being used in a skilled care facility, sitting on a bathroom counter, or are getting transported in a purse or luggage, that they’re counted on every day to perform in the most challenging healthcare and real world settings. It’s with great pride that we stand behind every product 100% as we know each and every time they’re needed most.

In addition to being valuable to patients we can completely customize your cards to help you promote your brand, services, and medication instructions. We’ve also seen pharmacies monetize this unique offering by charging a fee to help sustain the financial health of the pharmacy using them.

This line of packaging is continually growing as we innovate new designs, functionality, and technology to improve patient health outcomes and by no means are all our offerings listed here. To keep tabs on this growing product line visit us on the web or contact your PAS account manager.

Product Specifications
All products are compatible with Synergy Medical (SynMed automation).

**Unit/Single Dose:** Industry staple card with 30, 31, 32, 60, or 90 cavities designed to hold a single pill per cavity.
- Industry standard 6” (L to R) x 9” (T to B) when assembled.
- Available as heat or cold seal.
- Designed to hold a single pill per cavity.

**Qube:** High-capacity weekly card, designed for multi-med regimens.
- Measures 6 ½” (L to R) x 10” (T to B) x 1” (deep) when assembled.
- Features 28 cavities (7-days with four medication passes per day).
- Extra-large capacity blister easily holds multiple medications.
- Larger morning and night blisters hold more medications at the times they’re needed most.
- Fully customizable with minimum order.

**Qube Mini:** Medium-sized weekly card, multi-med capacity in a smaller package.
- Measures 6” (L to R) x 8 ⅛” (T to B) x 1” (deep) when assembled.
- Features 28 cavities (7-days with four medication passes per day).
- Large capacity blister still easily holds multiple medications per pass.
- Larger morning and night blisters hold more medications at the times they’re needed most.
- Fully customizable with minimum order.

**Qube31:** High-capacity 31-count card specifically designed for multi-med regimens.
- Measures 6” (L to R) x 10” (T to B) x 1” (deep) when assembled.
- Features 31 cavities (frequently used for monthly dispensing).
- Stickers are available to identify med-pass time (patients may use both a morning and evening Qube31 card).
- Extra-large capacity blister easily holds multiple medications.
- Fully customizable with minimum order.

**FlexRX:** High-capacity 28 cavity multi-med card with cover and detachable blisters for portability.
- Measures 8 ½” (L to R) x 7 ¾” (T to B) x 1” (deep) when assembled.
- Medication information is printed on each individual time pass.
- 28 cavities are versatile to create a one pass 28-day card, a two pass 14-day card, or a four pass 7-day card.
- Cardboard cover provides rigidity to protect integrity and is fully customizable for pharmacy branding.

**FlexRX Lite:** High-capacity 28 cavity multi-med card with no cover and detachable blisters for portability.
- Measures 8 ½” (L to R) x 12” (T to B) x 1” (deep) when assembled.
- Available with hooks or non-hook options.
- Medication information is printed on each individual time pass.
- 28 cavities are versatile to create a one pass 28-day card, a two pass 14-day card, or a four pass 7-day card.

Ordering Information
To order, request samples, or get additional information about PAS’ full line of products (including compliance packaging) call one of our dedicated pharmacy support specialists today at (800) 798-1401 or visit us online at www.pharmacyautomationsupplies.com.